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The main point of this paper is to produce uncountably many non- 
isomorphic K-automorphisms of the same entropy. We prove noniso- 
morphism directly, without using (as in previous examples) any results 
about Bernoulli shifts, and therefore this paper also provides the simplest 
method so far of producing a K-automorphism that is not a Bernoulli 
shift. 
One of the main problems in ergodic theory is the classification of 
K-automorphisms. A precise definition of these will be given in the section 
on preliminary definitions below. Roughly, K-automorphisms correspond 
to processes which satisfy the zero-one law and include Bernoulli shifts, 
mixing Markov shifts, ergodic automorphisms of compact groups and 
the flow arising from the hard sphere gas. 
It is our hope that the class of examples we construct in this paper will 
shed some light on the isomophism problem. They are all in some sense 
“qualitatively” the same. No one is isomorphic to its inverse. No one is a 
factor of any other. 
The authors wish to thank R. L. Adler, J. Clark, N. Friedman, 
Y. Katznelson, and B. Weiss for many helpful conversations on the 
results in this paper. 
PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
In this section we summarize a number of definitions and some notation 
which will be used without further reference. The word “transformation” 
will always mean an invertible measure preserving transformation on 
(X, Z, p) where X is the unit interval, .Z is the class of Lebesgue sets 
and ~1 is Lebesgue measure. All sets and functions are assumed (or 
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must be shown to be) measurable and the phrase “almost everywhere” 
will generally be omitted, even where necessary. 
A partition P is a finite ordered disjoint collection of sets whose union 
is X. If P and Q are partitions then their join is 
PvQ =(Pi”Qj IPiEP,QjEQl, 
where the ordering is lexicographic. If T is a transformation then 
() Tip z T-“p v T-*“+lp v ... v T-1P v P v TP v ‘1. T”P. 
--m 
The smallest complete u-algebra containing the sets of all the partitions 
Tip, i = 0, fl, f2 ,... will be denoted by L’( T, P). If Z(T, P) = ,E 
then P is called a generator for T. Any partition P is a generator for the 
restriction Tp of T to the algebra Z( T, P). If P is a generator and Q is any 
partition then given E > 0, there is a partition Q and a positive integer n 
such that the sets of Q are unions of members of V?,TiP and 
c 4Qi - !%I + p(Qi - Qi) < 6. 
A partition P is E-independent of a partition Q if there is a collection 
% of the sets in Q of total measure at least 1 - E such that 
Pd 
cc.(P, n Qj) 
4Qj) 
- P(Pi) 1 < E, Qj E v. 
z 
Note that O-independence is just independence. A transformation T 
is called a K-automorphism is it has a generator P with the following 
property: 
(2) Given a positive integer m and E > 0 there is an integer N such that 
V “,zyTeiP is E-i n d ependent of V’;‘TiP for all n >, N and all k > 0. 
K-automorphisms are of interest for a number of reasons. First 
they are a natural generalization of Bernoulli automorphisms-a trans- 
formation T being Bernoulli if it has a generator P such that for each 
n, P is independent of VITTiP. Secondly, a deep theorem of Rohlin 
and Sinai [9] states that T is a K-automorphism if and only if T has 
positive entropy on each partition (except for the trivial partition {X}). 
Entropy is defined as follows: If P = (PI, Pz ,..., Pk) then E(P) = 
-+(Pi) log &Pi). Th e 
lim, (1 /n)E( VtplTiP) 
entropy of T on P is then defined by E(T, P) = 
a imit which can be shown to exist. It is easy to 1’ 
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see that E(T, P) = 0 ‘f 1 and only if the sets of P are measurable with 
respect to the past, that is, with respect to the u-algebra generated by 
UTzlT-iP. Thus T is a K-automorphism if and only if it is completely 
nondeterministic, meaning that each nontrivial partition P is not 
measurable with respect to its past. 
Another reason why K-automorphisms are of interest is the recent 
series of results showing that many transformations of physical and 
mathematical interest are K-automorphisms (see, for example, [l, 2, 
8, 111). Many of these are now known to be Bernoulli (see the survey 
article of Ornstein [7]) but not every K-automorphism is Bernoulli [6]. 
As many of our later proofs are given in the language of processes we 
sketch here the relation between transformations and processes. 
If P = (P, ,..., Pk. is a partition and T is a transformation, the 
P-name of a point x is the bilateral sequence {xJ C 11, 2,..., k}, where 
x’, = i if Tnx E P,. 
The pair T, P defines a stationary process on the collection of P-names 
with the joint distributions Pr given by 
Two such processes will be considered to be the same if they have the 
same distribution functions. 
If T is a K-automorphism with generator P satisfying (2), then it is 
easy to see that the T, P process satisfies the zero-one law, that is, 
any set A which is, for each n, measurable with respect to the a-algebra 
generated by lJz T’P, has measure 0 or I. Conversely, the Martingale 
theorem implies that if P is a generator and the T, P process satisfies the 
zero-one law then (2) holds, so T is a K-automorphism. 
1. OUTLINE OF CONSTRUCTION 
We construct here a family S? of transformations. The family X is 
determined by two increasing sequences of positive integers, f and s, 
that is, 
x = ?t-(f, s). 
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Each member T E 3” also depends upon a sequence g of zeroes and ones, 
that is, 
T = T(g). 
The entropy of each T in ~7 is determined by f and s, while the iso- 
morphism class is determined by final segments of g, that is, Tl = T(gJ 
and T, = T(g,) will be isomorphic if and only if gi(z) = ga(n) for all n 
sufficiently large. 
A given T = T(g) and a three set partition P = (P, ,Pt , P,} will 
be constructed in stages; at each stage, the definition of T and P will be 
extended to a larger part of the measure space. The construction can be 
modified so that P is a generator. Rather than do this we shall restrict T 
to the o-algebra Z(T, P). In other words, T can be considered as a shift 
on a space X of bilateral sequences of the three symbols e, f, S, relative 
to a measure on X; our construction merely showing how to determine 
the measure. Before giving the construction let us informally describe 
a typical sequence of X. 
Each sequence w in X is made up of nested blocks, called n-blocks. 
Each n-block has length h( n an is made up of n - l-blocks. A l-block ) d 
begins with a string off, fu (1) units long followed by a string of S, s(l) 
units long, and finally a string of e, f( 1) - fW( 1) units long, where f,,,( 1) 
is a uniformly distributed random integer satisfying 1 < fU( 1) <f (1) - 1. 
An n-block begins with a string off, fW(a) long, ends with a string of 
e, f(n) - fw(n) long where fW(ti) is a random integer satisfying 1 < 
$(Kz) <f(a) - 1. In between are 2” (a - I)-blocks separated by strings 
of s as shown here 
T,(n) f(n)-f,(n) 
f . ..f s...s{n- 1 block}s...s{n- 1 block)s...s...s...s{n- 1 block)s...s e...e 
The function g(n) determines the manner in which the s is put 
in. If g(x) = 0 then reading from left to right we put in strings 
i X s(n) units long, i = 1, 2 ,..., 2” + 1. Thus an n-block begins with 
an f-string $(n) units long, then has an s-string s(n) units long, then an 
n - 1 block, then a string 2s(n) units long, then an (n - 1)-block,..., 
then a string 2?(n) units long, then the final (n - I)-block, then a final 
s-string (2” + I) ( ) s n units long, then an e-string f(a) -fJn) units long. 
If g(n) = 1 then the strings of s are inserted in reverse order, that is, 
an n-block begins with anf-string$(n) long, then has an s-string (2” + 1) 
s(n) long, then an (a - 1) block, then an s-string 2” s(n) long,..., then 
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a final s-string s(n) long, then ends with an e-stringf(n) -fJrz) units 
long. 
The spreading property of the s’s will enable us to show that two 
functions g, , g, which differ in infinitely many places must give trans- 
formations T, and T2 which are nonisomorphic. We will give some 
definitions then describe the construction rigorously. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
The transformations to be discussed in this paper were informally 
described in Section 1 as shifts on sequences of e, f and s. This informal 
description served in fact as the guide to our later proofs, which only 
make use of the fact that we can indeed specify a consistent set of joint 
distribution on the set of sequences, thereby making the shift into a 
measure preserving transformation. This can be done directly by making 
use of the block structure (e.g., the ‘f" is inserted independently and 
n-blocks are independent of m-blocks for m # H). We shall, however, 
give a geometric description of the desired transformations and its shift 
invariant measure. This will provide a rigorous framework for our later 
proofs. 
Suppose T is a transformation and B is a set such that TiB, 
0 < i < h - 1 are mutually disjoint. If P is a partition of $lTiB then 
we have a gadget in the terminology of [4, 121, with base B, top Th-lB 
and height IL 
In our situation P will have three sets P, , Pf , P, so the P-name of x 
will be the sequence {xi} where xi is e, f or s according to whether 
T’x is in P, , Pf or P, . If x is in a gadget G then only some of these will 
be defined; we will call these the name of x in G. 
Two gadgets of the same height 
G = (TiB, 0 < i < h - 1, P), 
G = (FB, 0 < i < h - 1) P), 
are isomorphic if corresponding sets in the two partitions 
have the same normalized measure. (The normalized measure on A, 
p(A) > 0 is the measure p,JC) = p(C n A)/p(A)). 
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If G is a gadget, a column is defined as follows: Partition the base 
according to the name (in G) of points in the base and let fi be a set in 
this partition (that is, B is a member of (Vt-lTiP) n B, if G is ( TiB, 
0 < i < h - 1, P)). Th e set &tTiB is a column. 
Given two gadgets, G, , G, , each partitioned by P, and with bases of 
the same measure, a new gadget G, * G, is defined by independent cutting 
and stacking. More precisely, suppose for j = 1, 2 
Gi = ( TiBj ; 0 < i < rj - 1, P). 
Partition G, according to columns and let {TiB,,) be such a column. 
Partition B, into sets B,, such that m(B,,) = m(B,,) and (1) G, is 
isomorphic to ( TiBzl , 0 < i < y2 - 1, P). Choose any isomorphism of 
Trl-lBll onto Bzl and call it T. This defines a map T from Trl-lB, onto 
B, and gives us the gadget (2) G, * G, = ( TiB, ; 0 < i < y1 + r2 - 1, P). 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF Y 
The sequences f(n) and s(n) will be prescribed later. At this point 
we merely assume thatf(n) 3 2 and s(n) > 1 for all n. For each sequence 
km c Kt 11 t wo sequences of gadgets G(n) and G(n) will be constructed 
which will define a member T = T(g) in X. 
The first stages G(1) and G(1) are the same for all T E 37 and are 
described as follows: 
G(1) = (TiB,, 0 < i < s(1) - 1, P), 
where (J Ti& _C P, . That is G(1) is simply a stack of s(1) intervals 
in P, which T maps upwards. To construct G(1) we divide B1 into 
f(l) - 1 disjoint sets of equal measure Bi’, 1 < i <f(l) - 1, then, for 
each i select f( 1) disjoint sets 
Bi,j > 1 <j <<f(l), 1 < i <f(l) - 1, 
which do not meet (J TiB, and satisfy 
m(B,,j) = m(B<‘). 
Define T on these (except for Bi,f(l)) so that 
T(B,,,) = Bi’, 
T(T”‘l’-lB,) = B,,i+l , 
Wi,,) = B,,H 3 if j # i and j #f(l). 
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Let B,,i , j < i be in Pr and B,,i , j > i be in P, , B, = UBi,, , 
h(l) =f(l> + 41) 
G(1) = (TiB,, 0 < i < h(1) - 1, P). 









G(n) = (TiB, , 0 < i < h(n) - I, P) 
has been constructed. Partition B, into 2n+l disjoint sets of equal 
measure such that each is the base of a gadget isomorphic to G(n). Call 
these gadgets G, , G, ,..., GZn+l . (The method of ordering is not 
important). 
For each i, 1 < i < 1 + 2n+r another gadget Hi , consisting of sets 
only in P, ) is constructed by taking i s(n + 1) disjoint sets [which do not 
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meet any set in G(n)]S,,j , 1 < j < i s(n + l), all having measure equal 
to the measure of the base of G, , then defining T so that 
ThegadgetHiisthen{T~S,,,,O<j,<is(n+l)-l,P}. 
The gadget c(n + 1) is determined by g(n) and is 
H, * Gl * Hz * G2 * ... * G2n+l * fflt2n+l if g(n) = 0, 
H 1+2n+l * Gl * f&t+, * G, * -*a * G,n+, * H, if g(n)=l, 
that is the gadgets {Hi} are put in reverse order if g(n) = 1. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 2. 
To obtain G(n + I), divide the base B,r of G(n + 1) intof(n -+ 1) - 1 
disjoint sets of equal measure &+l-i so that G(n + 1) is isomorphic to 
where h(a + 1) is the height of G(n + 1). 
For each 2 lLfl,i , pickf(n + 1) disjoint sets B,+l,i,i , 1 <j <f(n + I), 
which do not meet G(n + 1) and have measure equal to B,+,,i . Define 
T on these (except Bn+l,i,f(n+l)) so that 
T(B n+l,i,i) = R+1,i 9 
T(TL’n+l’-lBn+l,i) = Bn+l,i,i+l 9 
TP n+w) = RL+1,i,j+1 1 if j = i and j # f(n + 1). 
Extend P so that B,+l,i,j j < i are in Pf and B,+l,i,j j > i are in P, . 
Put 
f(n+l)-1 
B n+1 = IJ *n+l,i,l 
i=O 
and h(n + 1) = A(n + 1) +f(n + 1). G(n + 1) is the gadget 
Vi&+, > O<i<h(n$l)-1,P) 
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First cut each column into P+l 
equal subcolumns, then reassemble 
the i-th sub column of each column 
to obtain G, . These are then 
stacked as shown on the right for 
the case g(n) = 0 to obtain G(n + 1) 
FIGURE 2 
4. CHOICE oFf(n) AND s(n) 
We now wish to definef (n), s(n) so that the gadgets G(n) have bounded 
measure, hence interval length can be chosen to obtain a T-invariant 
probability measure p on the u-algebra generated by all the {Tip). Let 
f(1) = 2 (so that there is only one kind of l-block) and put, for n > 1 
f(n) = n + 1 and s(n) = 100 9. 
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Certainly 
(1) s(n) > 100 . if(i), n > 1. 
i=l 
Let us show that h(1) can be chosen >200 so that 
(2) $11) < (fr)lO” h(n), n > 1. 
To prove this first note that for n > 1 
(3) h(n) = 2”h(n - 1) + (1 + 2”)(1 + 27 s(?z) + f(n). 
It follows that 
h(n) > 2 * 2n(s--1)‘2 * h(l). 
Thus, we need merely choose any h(1) > 200 so that 
2 . 27+1”2(h( 1)) > 2107y 100 n3) 
holds for n > 1 and (1) and (2) will hold. 
The total amount of P, added in going from stage n to n + 1 is 
less than 
2n+1s(n)(h(n)-1 p(G(n)) < 2-94G(n)). 
Sincef(n) < s(n) the total amount of Pr and P, added at stage n is less 
than 
s(W4n)Y p(G(n)) < 2-1on~(G(4). 
Thus, the p(G(n)) are uniformly bounded. 
5. BLOCKS AND NAMES 
In the remainder of this paper we assume that the two sequences 
{f(4) and {s(4) are fixed sequences satisfying (1) and (2) of Section 4. 
Each member T of the class X(f, s) is then a shift on a set X, of se- 
quences of e, f and s, and there is a shift invariant probability measure p 
on X, . The sequences in X, are made of nested blocks, separated by 
strings of s in lacunary patterns determined by the sequence {g(a)). In 
this section we describe a number of the elementary properties of this 
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block structure. Let {g(n)} b e a fixed sequence of zeroes and ones and 
let T = T(g). The transformation T and its partition P = {Pe , P, , P,} 
are constructed in Section 3 by means of a sequence of gadgets G(n) 
where the base of G(n) is B,, . 
An n-Mock is a sequence a = {ai), h(n) units long of the three symbols 
e, f, s which appears consecutively in the P-name of some point x in the 
base B,L , that is x E B, and T’s E P,, , 0 ,( i < h(n) - 1. 
Such an n-block defines a set in the partition V:f’“‘-‘TpfP, namely, 
the set 
h(n)-1 
n T-iP,. . 
iLlI 
This set consists of all y such that the P-name {yi> of y agrees with a in 
the first h(n) places, that is, 
Yi = ai 9 0 < i < b(n) - 1. 
It is easy to see (by induction on n) that any such y must lie in B,, . 
The probability of a given n-block a is then given by 
This is just the measure of that portion of the base B,, consisting of all 
points with the same name. Since in going from G(n) to G(n + 1) the 
base of G(n) is always divided into disjoint sets of equal measure in 
adding the e and f intervals, then again in adding the s-intervals, we have 
the following result. 
LEMMA 1. If a and b are n-blocks then Pr(,) = Pr(b). 
Not only does each n-block occur with the same probability, they, in 
fact, occur independently of any information outside the n-block. This 
is summarized in 
LEMMA 2. Let B, denote the base of the gadget G(n) and let a be a 
given n-block. Then for all m, k 3 1 
W(x, , xl ,... , q,(,)-1) = a 1 x E B, , X-m ,...> X-1 > .ttdn) P..., Xh(n)+kl 
= Pr[(x, , x ,..., Xh(n)-l) = a / x E %I 
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Proof. Suppose the values xx, , x-,+~ ,..., x1 , xhtn) ,..., x~(~)+~ are 
given and 
C=(ytBnly,=xi, -m ,( i < - 1, h(n) ,< yi < h(n) + k). 
To each y E C we can associate unique integers m(y) > m, k(y) > k, 
such that {yi>, -m(y) < i < h(n) + K(y) is an M-block and this is the 
smallest M-block containing yi , -m < i < h(n) + k. Put M(y) = M. 
We say that y is equivalent to y’ and write y w y’ if 
and 
m(y) = m(r’), k(Y) = f4Y’) 
Yi = Yi’, -m(y) < i < -1, h(n) < i < h(n) + k(y). 
This is an equivalence relation and divides C into disjoint equivalence 
classes C, . 
For each n-block a put 
4 = {Y E Kz: (Yo P Yl T...) Yhh-1) = 4 
If M(y) = n + 1, then the construction guarantees that 
It follows by induction that (1) holds for all M(y) 3 n + 1 and this 
establishes Lemma 2. 
A string of length m is a sequence 01 = {pi>, m units long of e, f and s 
which appears consecutively in the P-name of some point x, that is, 
there is a j such that 
ai = xi+j ) O<i<m-1. 
The probability of Q! is given by 
Pr(ar) = (“i;l’ T-iPEi). 
i=O 
The following lemma summarizes an important property of strings. 
LEMMA 3. Let (T~+~ be the measure of the base B,,, of the gadget 
G(n + 1) and vn the number of distinct n-blocks. Suppose (Y is an m-string 
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which is contained in an (n + I)-block, contains at least two n-blocks and 
begins and ends with a n-block. Then 
(2) Pr(a) = u~+~(v~)-‘, 
where t is the number of n-blocks in o(. 
Proof. Let S(E) be the set of slices in the gadget G(n + 1) which 
contain points whose names contain a, that is, if S E S(E), then 
h(n+l)Ll h(n+l)-1 
S = (j Tip, Q E 





andthereisaj,O<j<Iz(n+ I)- m, such that for all x E TQ u’e have 
% = xj+{ , 0 < i < m - 1. 
If 01 appears in a slice S it appears only once in S(for a: contains two 
adjacent n-blocks; the amount of s separating these determines the 
position in S). The base of each slice has the same measure and hence 
Pr(,) is just onfl times the proportion of slices in S(a). The independent 
cutting and stacking used to construct G(n + 1) then guarantees that 
the proportion of slices which contain IY is just V;~. This proves the lemma. 
These lemmas depend only on the measure of G(n) and the amount 
of subdividing used in constructing G(n $- I) from G(n), hence they do 
not depend upon the order in which the s is inserted. In particular, we 
have 
LEMMA 4. The numbers (T,, and v, of Lemma 3 and the probability 
Pr(a) of an n-block are the same for every member T E X. 
6. THE TAIL FIELD AND ENTROPY 
We now wish to prove that the members of .X all have trivial tail 
field and all have the same entropy. These facts are summarized in 
the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Each member of X is a K-automorphism. 
THEOREM 2. Any two members of X have the same entropy. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let (g(n)} be a fixed sequences of zeroes and 
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ones and let T = T(g). W e use the notation of Section 3, G(n) denoting 
the n-th stage gadget and P = {P, , PI , Ps}, the partition constructed 
for T. 
Our goal is to show that for P-names the distant past has little effect 
on the future. More precisely [2, Section 0] we will show that given 
E > 0 and m > 0 there is an N = N(E, m) such that (1) VtTyT-iP is 
E-independent of V:TiP for all n > N and all k > 0. We fix E and m and 
proceed as follows: 
First, choose M so large that if 2 is all of G(M) except the top m rows 
and bottom m rows, then 
(2) p(Z) > 1 - 6, 
where 6 is a small positive number. Then choose K so large that f(K) 
(which determines the amount off and e in K-blocks) is much larger 
than h(M), the length of AI-blocks. Now put N = h(K) + 1 and fix 
n > N and k > 0. 
Let 2 = T-(n+l)Z. Thus if x E 2, then there is an m-block containing 
the sequence x,+~ ,..., x9,+, . We let N1, denote the index of the first 
term of the P-name {xi} which belongs to this M-block. This M-block 
is contained in a unique K-block. The index of the first s in this block 
will be denoted by S, . The index of the first f in this block will be 




-k -1 F, S, Mz n fl+m 
FIGURE 3 
Suppose A E VFTiP. Put A, = A n 2 and let A, be the set of points 
x E A, for which 
h(M) < S, - Fz <f(K) - h(M), 
that is, the K-block containing Xn+l,..,,Xn+m does not have too few or 
too many initial f ‘s. 
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We now partition A, according to the dotted portions shown in Fig. 1. 
To do this we write x my if 
and 
F, = F, , M, - S, = M, - S, 
(3) xi = yi , 0 <i -GF,, 
“S,ii ~ YS,,+i 9 0 < i < Mz - S, . 
Clearly w is an equivalence relation which partitions A, into a finite 
number of equivalence classes. We shall denote the equivalence class of 
x by E(x). This set is further partitioned into sets E(x,j, a). Here j is an 
integer, 01 is an M-block, and y E E(x, j, a) if and only if S, - Fy = j 
and 
We then have 
Here j ranges between two numbers j, and J, which depend only upon 
F, and S, - M,, . It now follow-s that 
(4) If j, <j < J, the sets E(x, j, a) all have the same measure. 
To prove this, fix j and note that for each j there is an x such that 
y E lJa E(x, j, a) if and only if yi = xi, --k < i < M,- . Which M-block 
now begins at MN is independent of this past conditioning (Lemma 2, 
Section 5) hence for fixed x and j the measure of E(x, j, a) is constant 
in CY. Now fix the M-block 01. Since the f is inserted independently at 
the K-th stage the measure of E(x, j, CY) does not depend on j (subject to 
the condition js < j < Jr). This proves (4). 
The result (4) h s ows that if x is fixed in A, and y E E(x), then the 
distribution of M-blocks which begin at MV and the distribution of the 
difference n - iVIV are both uniform and independent of x-,( ,..., x-r. 
Thus we can see all M-blocks and all positions of yVL ,..., Y~+,,~ in M- 
blocks with equal probability. Thus if 8 is small enough, the condition 
(2) implies that 
S+,,L 
Q = v T-iP 
n+1 
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partitions E(x) in about the same proportions as it partitions X. Hence 
if 6 is small enough andf(K) is enough larger than h(M) then 
will hold for all A E VFTiP except the collection of such A for which A, 
is too small a proportion of A, and this collection will have total measure 
less than E. This proves that (1) holds and completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let T = T(g) b e a member of -X, with its 
partition P = {P, , Pr , Ps}. If E > 0 we choose n so large that if m = 
2”/2h(n) then m is much larger than h(n) and much smaller than h(n + 1). 
This uses the fact that h(n + 1) 3 2%h(n), which follows from (3), 
Section 4. Thus except for a collection 9? of m-strings of small total 
probability, an m-string is contained in an (n + I)-block and is made 
up mostly of n-blocks. Such an m-string 01 contains a longest string 
/3(a) with the property that /3(a) begins and ends with an n-block. 
Clearly, 
l+(a) < P@(a)). 
Lemma 3, Section 5 gives 
where t is the number of n-blocks in p(a), ulttl is the measure of the 
base of the gadget G(n + 1) and vn is the number of distinct n-blocks. 
Thus 
Furthermore, if cz is contained in the P-name of some x then that name 
contains a shortest string /?(a) which contains OL and begins and ends 
with an n-block. Clearly Pr(/j(B(ol)) < Pr(a), so we have 
(5) 
The number t depends upon 01, but since most of 01 consists of n-blocks 
and there are a large number of these and since 2%+4(n) is small compared 
to h(n), we can replace (5) by 
(6) 
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where t, and Y, depend only on h(n) and Y,, is so much smaller than t, 
that 
li? [log v~‘“/2”%(~)] = 0. 
Thus, given E > 0, we can choose n so large that if o( $ %? then 
(7) /(log Pr(a)/m) - (log ~~v~~“/rn)j < E. 
The Shannon-McMillan-Breiman Theorem [3] tells us that if m is 
large enough then 
(8) I[-logPr(cx)/m] - E(T)1 < E 
except for a collection ‘+?I 2 %’ of m-strings of small total probability. 
Clearly (7) and (8) imply 
) E(T) - (-log O”Lv~*“/m)~ < 25 
and since u‘, , v, , t,, do not depend on the order in which the s are 
inserted, we conclude that any two members of ,X do indeed have the 
same entropy. 
7. MATCHING BLOCKS 
If T is a given transformation in .K then the P-names of points have 
a rigid block structure. This will be the key to our later discussion of the 
isomorphism problem for members of Z. In this section we prove several 
simple lemmas the last of which (Lemma 4) shows that if the names of 
two points agree in most places then their n-blocks are not too far apart. 
Throughout this section T = T(g) will be a jixed member of Z. 
If m > n, the m-order of an n-block a in the name of a point x is i if a 
is the i-th n-block in the unique m-block to which a belongs (reading 
from left to right). In particular the (n + 1) order of an n-block is 
determined once one knows the number of s in front of it. 
Let a, b be n-blocks in the P-names of x and y, respectively. The 
symbol / a - b 1 will denote the absolute value of the difference of the 
indices of the first terms of a and b. We will say that a and b are close if 
607/10/r-6 
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This definition and the properties of f and h described in Section 4 
immediately imply 
(1) For any X, y, an n-block a in the P-name of x is close to at most 
one n-block in the P-name of y. 
It is also easy to establish 
LEMMA 1. Let a, b be n-blocks in the P-names of x and y, respectively, 
such that a and b are close and have the same (n + I)-order. Then the 
n + 1 blocks, a’, b’ containing a and b are also close and every n-block in 
a’ is close to an n-block in b’ of the same (n + I)-order. 
Proof: The n-blocks in a(and b) are separated by a number of 
s-terms depending only on the n + I order of the n-blocks. 
The fact that the number of s-terms either increases (if g(n) = 0) 
or decreases (if g(n) = 1) 1 inearly as we move from one n-block to the 
next within an n + 1 block provides the key to the next result. 
LEMMA 2. Let a be an n-block in the P-name of x. Assume that some 
n - 1 -block a’ in a is close to an n - l-block b’ in the P-name of some y 
whose n-order is different from the n-order of a’. Then there is at most one 
other n - l-block a” in a such that a” is close to an n - l-block in the 
P-name of y. 
Proof: We assume that g(n) = 0. A similar proof can be given for the 
case g(n) = 1. 
Let b be the n-block in the P-name of y which contains b’. We shall 
%establish 
(2) No other (n - I)-bl oc in a is close to an (n - I)-block in b. k 
To prove this let ai’ and bi’ be the (n - 1)-blocks in a and b whose 
n-orders differ from the n-orders of a’ and b’ by i. Then 
and hence (1) of Section 4 implies that ai’ is not close to bi’. Furthermore, 
(3) / ui’ - bi’ ) < 2” ’ 29(n - 1) + c f(k) < +h(n - 1) 
k<fi-I 
We get the first of these inequalities as follows: When i is changed by 1, 
the left side increases by at most 2?(n - l), the maximum length of a 
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string of s. Furthermore, i < 2”. The second inequality comes from 
(3) of Section 4. 
Because of (3), if ai’ is close to any (a - I)-block of b it must be 
close to bi’. This proves (2). 
If possible let b be another n-block containing an (n - I)-block 6’ 
close to an (n - 1)-block 5’ in a. From (1) and Lemma 1 b’ and Z’ have 
different n-orders, so (2) implies that b contains no other (n - 1)-block 
close to an (n - I)-block in a. This proves Lemma 2 for there can be at 
most two n-blocks containing (n - 1)-blocks close to (n - I)-blocks of a. 
Most of our subsequent arguments depend upon the fact that if 
enough of the terms in an n block are known the place where the block 
starts is fairly well determined. A precise form of this is 
LEMMA 3. There is an .S > 0 such that if a is an n-block in the P-name 
of x, then for any y, either 
(4) Theye is an n-block in the P-name of y close to a or, 
(5) There are more than Ch(n) indices i for which xi E a and x2 f yi . 
Proof: For each n, let E, be the least nonnegative number such that 
if (4) is not true, then for 3~‘~ E a there are at least <,h(n) of the indices i 
for which xi + yi . If (4) does not hold for a given x, y and n-block a, 
then at most two (n ~ 1)-blocks in a are close to (n - I)-blocks in the 
P-name of y (from Lemmas 1, 2). Since an n-block contains 2”(n - l)- 
blocks we have E,,h(n) >, l ,,_i (2” ~ 2) h(n - 1) = l ,,~i(l - 2-“-k1) 
2nh(n - 1) so that 
n-1 
e,h(n) >, c1 n (1 - 2-j) fi 2’ . h(l). 
j=l ,=‘3 
The ratio JJy=, 2jh(l)/h( n is ) b ounded away from 0 since the numerator 
is the number of terms in an n-block which lie in l-blocks. This proves 
the lemma. 
A simple extension of this yields 
LEMMA 4. There is an 2 > 0 such that if a is an n-block (n > 3) i?z 
the P-name of x and y is any point such that for all xi in some $h(n) con- 
secutive terms of a xi = yi fey all but z/4 * h(n) indices i then there is an 
n-block in the P-name of y close to a. 
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8. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Our main theorem is 
THEOREM 3. If TI = T(g,) and T, = T(g,) are isomorphic than 
gl(n) = g&n) for all n sujicient~ large. 
Proof. Let PI and P2 be the generators constructed in Section 3 for 
TI and T2 , respectively, and suppose TI and T, are isomorphic. Then 
we can find a transformation T with two generating partitions P and Q 
such that the process T, P is the same as TI , P1 and T, Q is the same as 
T, , P2. After removing sets of measure zero we can therefore assume that 
P-names of points and Q-names of points have the rigid block structure 
described in Section 1, with the s put in at stage n in the order determined, 
respectively, by gi(ti) and g2(n). 
In general, the relationship between the P-name and Q-name of a 
point is determined by the isomorphism of TI and T, . There is a simple 
way, however, to code from P-names to Q-names, which will have only 
a small percentage of errors. This comes from the fact that P is a generator 
and is done as follows: Given E > 0, there is an integer 1 and a three set 
partion & satisfying 
(1) (a) Each set in Q is a union of sets in Vi,TiP, 
(b) Zf=, p(Qi d QJ < e2 (where “A” denotes symmetric 
difference). 
Each point x now has three names, a P-name, a Q-name and a Q-name. 
These will be denoted by 
respectively. The Q-name is “coded” from the P-name as follows: 
z+t 
S(4 = i if and only if n TiP,C,jj C Qj . 
-1+t 
(In other words & induces a three set partition of strings (21+ 1) long, 
q(x)1 then being determined by the Q set to which {p(x), 1 - 1 + t < i < 
1 + t} belongs). This “coding” is just a restatement of property (l)(a). 
Property (l)(b) tells us that for most points, the Q and Q-names agree 
most of the time. More precisely, we have 
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(2) There is an M > 0 and a set B, p(B) > 1 - E such that for 
each m > M and x E B 
d4 = d")i 
for all but em of the indices i, 0 < i < m - 1. 
This is a consequence of the ergodic theorem, for if A = lJi=, Qi d Qj, 
then lim,_, 1 /N TL-O x,4( T’x) = P(A), a.e., and hence the convergence is 
almost uniform. 
We now make use of the ergodic theorem to choose a representative 
point x satisfying the following conditions: 
(3) (a) For all m large enough Q(x)$ = q(x)<, for all but E m of 
the indices i, 0 < i < m - 1. 
(b) Each string LY which occurs in some P-name occurs in the 
P-name of x with frequency determined by its P probability and each 
string B which occurs in some Q-name occurs in the Q-name of x with 
frequency determined by its Q probability. 
The existence of such an x is guaranteed by (2) and the fact that almost 
all x satisfy (3)(b). We $x an x satisfring (3) fog the remainder of this 
section. We shall show by frequency arguments that the relation between 
Q and Q names of x and the block structure of the P and Q-names of x 
require that gl(n) = g2(n) for all n large enough. 
Let a be an n-block in the P-name of x. We shall say that a is good if 
the following hold: 
(4)(a) a is not one of the first four or last four members of its 
(n + I)-block 
(b) there is an n-block b in the Q name of x which satisfies 
(4)(a) and for which / b - a 1 < $ h(n). 
tc> s(x), # dX>i f or at most &(n) of the indices i, s < i < 
s + h(n) ~ 1, where a = (~(4~ ,.-, P(x)~+~~(~)--~) 
The string a~ = (pi , p(x),+, ,..., p(~),+~,) will be called a translate 
Of /3 = ($(x)j 7... p(x)j+l I...) p(x)j+h) if f(x>,+l = p(x)j+t P 0 < t < A. 
If n is large then the gadget G(n) contains all but a small part of the 
measure space so that if m is large enough most of p(x), , 0 < i < m 
and most of q(x), , 0 < i < m will be made up of n blocks. Let 2 be the 
number given by Lemma 4, Section 7, and E be a suitably small multiple 
of g2, then (3)(a) guarantees that 
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(5)(a) Fix n. If m is large enough, at least I - E of the n-blocks in 
p(x), , 0 < i < m are good. 
Since E is much smaller than C, Lemma 4, Section 7, tells us that 
(6) If a and b are good n-blocks in the P-name of x, a is a translate 
of b and a”, b” are n-blocks in the Q-name of x satisfying 
then 
The proof of this goes as follows: Suppose the index of the first term 
in a is i and the index of the first term in b is j. Put y = T-j+ix so that 
a = M-4 9 P(4+1 Y.--P P(x)i+h(n)-1) 
ZJ = MY)i T P(Yh+1 )...) P(Y)i+hh-1). 
Let I be the set of integers between i + I and i + h(n) + I - 1 where I 
is the number given in (I)(that is, 2Z+ 1 is the length of the Q-code; 
we assume that 71 is much larger than 1). We have 
!wt = @Y>t , t EI, 
so, since a and b are good, q(~)~ = cZ(Y)~ , for all but &r(n) of the t E 1. 
At least 4 of z is contained in q(x), , t ~1. Applying Lemma 4, Section 7 
to a” and Q-names we conclude that there is a n-block in {cZ(Y)~} close to 
a”. This n-block must be b and hence (6) must be true. 
A sequence ui, a2,..., ak of n-blocks in the P-name of x are adjacent if 
they are contained in the same (ti + 1)-block and 
(n + I)-order (ui+l) = 1 + (n + l)-order (~9). 
The result (6) has the following simple extension. 
(7) Suppose a, b are adjacent good n-blocks with respective trans- 
lates ai, bl, which are adjacent good n-blocks in the P-name of x. Let 
& b”, 9, b”l be n-blocks in the Q-name of x which satisfy 
(4 
I a. - cz j < pz(?z); 1 b - 6 1 ,( &3(n) 
Ial-8 <gz(n); 1 bl - P 1 < pz(n). 
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Suppose a and b are separated by an s string of length ts(n), al, bi are 
separated by an s string of length t,s(n), i, b” are separated by an s string 
of length ?s(n) and Zi, 6”’ are separated by an s string of length &s(n). Then 
@I t-tt,=i-ii, 
This follows from (6) and the fact that s(n) > CiG,,f(i). 
Let [t] indicate a string of s of length ts(n) and let DL p denote the 
concatenation of the two strings a, /3. Let us suppose further that the s 
is inserted in increasing (left to right) order at the n-th stage in the 
P-name of x. If E is small enough and n large enough we then have 
(8) The P-name of z contains at least two strings 01, /I of the form 
(4 
iy = n[t] b[f + l] c[t + 2]d 
jl? = C[U] d[” + I] a[u + 2]b, 
where CI, b, c, d represent good n-blocks in both 01 and /3. 
This is a simple counting argument, for at most EO/ of the n-blocks 
in p(x), , 0 < i ,< M - 1 are bad (if &i’ is large), hence among adjacent 
quadruples of n-blocks at most 4 E”/; will have one n-block not good. 
Thus (8) holds for suitable E and n. (Note that the probability of the 
order a, 6, c, d is the same as that of c, d, a, b). 
We will now combine the results (7) and (8) to complete the proof 
of the theorem. Suppose the s strings are inserted in reverse order in 
Q-names. Statements (7) and (8) then imply that the Q-name of z 
contains two strings Z, p” of the form 
(9) G = qq b[f - 1) F[t - 212 
#B = C[zq D[ii - l] A[zi - 214 
where a”, d, c”, d, A, B, C, D are n-blocks and 
where y~{a, b, c, d] and F(y) is the corresponding letter with I‘M” for OL 
or the corresponding upper case letters for p. Apply (6) to the pair 
a, b occurring in 01 and /3 to obtain 
(11) t - (u + 2) = i - (ii - 2); 
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then apply (6) to the pair c, d to obtain 
(12) (t + 2) - 24 = (f - 2) - 1. 
These two equation have no solution so we conclude that for all n 
sufficiently large the s must be inserted in the same order at the n-th 
stage in both the P and Q-names. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
REMARKS 
1. Theorem 3 shows that no member of X is isomorphic to its 
inverse. For, if T = T(g), then it is easy to see that T-l is isomorphic 
to T(g) where 
D) = 1; if g(n) = 1 1 if g(n) = 0.’ 
Since g(n) #g(n) f or all n it follows from Theorem 3 that T and T-l 
are not isomorphic. 
2. The above remark shows that no member of T is a Bernoulli 
shift, (for it is obvious that a Bernoulli shift is isomorphic to its inverse). 
This can also be proved directly as follows. Suppose T is a Bernoulli 
shift with independent generator P and that T is isomorphic to TE X. 
Hence there is a partition Q = (Qe , Qr , Qs} such that the Q-names have 
the block structure of Section 1. We can also find a three set partition & 
such that for most points, Q and Q names of length N differ in no more 
than E N places. Thus if a string 01 in the P-name of a good point codes 
into an n-block in the Q-name then wherever the first half of (Y appears 
and codes well it must code into the first half of an n-block (up to 
Xi< J(i)). L’k I ewise, whenever the second half of 01 appears and codes 
well it must code into the second half of an n-block (up to CiCnf(i)). 
The first and second halves of oi appear with equal probability with 
arbitrary separation (since T, P is Bernoulli) while n-blocks do not. 
This contradiction shows that no member of X is a Bernoulli shift. 
Notice that the proof makes no use of the isomorphism theorem for 
Bernoulli shifts [4, 61. The proof also points to the possibility that a new 
invariant for K-automorphisms has some connection with the rigidity 
of the blocks of members of X. 
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3. Theorem 3 actually shows that no member X is a factor of any 
other member of X. A factor of T is the restriction of T to some in- 
variant subalgebra. Note that each member of X does have a Bernoulli 
shift as a factor [lo]. 
4. Theorem 3 has a simple converse, for it is easy to see that if 
gr(n) = gz(n) for n > N then Tl = T(g,) and T, = T(g,) are iso- 
morphic. To show this let G,(N) be the N-th stage gadget for Ti . 
It is easy to see that the slices in G,(N) all have the same measure. 
Hence there is a one-to-one correspondence between slices of G,(N) 
and G,(N). This determines an isomorphism 9) between G,(N) and 
G,(N) which extends to an isomorphism of T, with T, (by making 
q(x) = x for x $ G,(N)). 
5. There is a notion of distance between processes called the J-metric 
[5, 121, the idea being that if we make a few alternations in the output 
of a process then the resulting process should be close to the original 
process in the d-metric. If two processes are not at &distance > O( then 
for each E > 0 and all N large enough we can divide the sequences of 
length N into two classes C, and C, such that if the first process 
produces a string of length N then it will lie in C, with probability 
>( 1 - E), and if the second process produces a string of length N it will 
lie in C, with probability a(1 - E), and any sequence in C, will differ 
from any sequence in C, in more than aN places. 
It is easy to see that any two members of .&‘” induce processes that 
are at distance >,z (see Lemma 3, Section 7 for the definition of 2). 
It is also easy to see that for each N we get uncountably many K- 
processes with the same entropy, and which give the same probability 
to sequences of length N and such that any two of these have distance 
> 2. Thus K-processes violate in a very strong way the property that 
characterizes those processes arising from Bernoulli shifts, namely, the 
property of being finitely determined [5, 121. A process is finitely 
determined if it is arbitrarily well determined in the d-metric by its 
entropy and the probabilities it gives to sequences of length N for some 
sufficiently large N. 
6. The original construction of a K-automorphism which is not 
Bernoulli seemed far from any physically realizable transformation [6]. 
The construction given in this paper is enough closer to physical 
possibilities (for example, blocks could correspond to rigid objects 
connected by springs) to make it seem unlikely that physical K-auto- 
morphisms are all Bernoulli. 
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